A Unique Opportunity!
for Applied Science Professionals

Siena Heights University’s Bachelor of Applied Science (BAS) Program

Program Description
The Bachelor of Applied Science Degree (BAS) is a career-oriented degree designed for professionals with allied health, technical, or vocational training and experience, and graduates of two year occupational programs. The BAS Degree is structured on the “inverted major” concept which builds an individually designed academic degree program around the allied health, technical, or occupational “major” the student has already completed. Each BAS student develops a customized degree plan appropriate to his or her learning and future goals.

Program Benefits
• Designed specifically for AAS grads with allied health, technical, and selected occupational majors-not for Business, Accounting, Child Development, Social Work or Art related majors.
• The specialized, extensive, in-depth completed AAS major qualifies as the BAS Degree major and is transferred to Siena Heights.
• Candidates may transfer up to 90 semester hours of credit from their AAS program, other college study, college equivalent military, corporate or professional training and/or CLEP testing.
• The BAS Degree has a contractual, self-designing nature allowing for maximum flexibility to meet the unique educational/learning needs of candidates.
• The BAS Degree builds on the specialized applied science major brought to Siena Heights and broadens/expands the student’s intellectual horizons.
• Designed to take the candidate’s multi-faceted educational, training, and work history fully into account in developing his/her program.
• Designed for AAS grads who had not planned to transfer to a Bachelor’s Degree program-yet later in their professional lives have an interest in or see the need to complete a Bachelor’s Degree.
• 30 years of proven student satisfaction, employer acceptance and graduate program transferability.

Call Today for More Information!
734.384.4133
www.sienaheights.edu/mccc
MCCC AAS Majors Transferring to a Siena Heights BAS Degree

You must have a completed AAS major in order to be eligible for the BAS Degree. AAS Degrees offered by other institutions may also be eligible BAS majors (refer to list below).

Common Applied Science Majors from other Institutions Transferring to a Siena Heights BAS Degree

(This list is not necessarily all inclusive. Please see a Siena Heights academic advisor if your major is not listed, it may still be accepted.)